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'A RIVETING EMOTIONAL READ THAT KEPT ME
ON THE EDGE!' -- Melissa Marr, author of the
bestselling Wicked Lovely series, on The Darkest
Minds Sam didn't think things could get worse at
Thurmand rehabilitation camp. Then the Reds arrive.
Everyone assumed the kids with firepower had been
killed years ago. Instead they were taken away,
brainwashed, and returned as terrifyingly effective
guards. To her horror, Sam recognizes one of them:
Lucas, the one spark of light in Sam's dark
childhood. Lucas has a deadly secret - he beat the
brutal training that turned his fellow Reds into
mindless drones. When Sam defends herself against
an attack by a vile PSF guard and faces a harrowing
punishment, Lucas must risk everything to save her.
Don't miss the thrilling novella that connects the
second and third novels in the New York Times
bestselling series The Darkest Minds. MORE
PRAISE FOR THE DARKEST MINDS 'The story's
quick-paced action leads to a heartbreaking
cliffhanger that will have readers eager for the next
book ...' -- Publishers Weekly 'Haunting ... Bracken
creates a gripping and terrifying dystopian world.' -Kirkus Reviews 'HELL TO THE YES, I love this story
and these characters so much!!' -- Goodreads 'THE
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DARKEST MINDS was, without a doubt, one of the
best books I have read!' -- Goodreads
Evil has been unleashed on the world and only five
children - with special powers - can save it. Matt and
the others desperately need to find Scarlett, the final
gatekeeper, who has been trapped in Hong Kong,
where puddles of water turn into puddles of blood,
where ghosts, demons and hideous creatures stalk
the streets.
Superb design, magnificent illustrations, and clearly
presented information distinguish all of David
Macaulay's books. Whether chronicling the
monumental achievements of past civilizations or
satirizing modern architecture, he is concerned
above all in how constructions are made and what
their effects are on people and their lives.
Matt has always know he has unusual powers.
Raised in foster care, he is sent to Yorkshire on a
rehabilitation programme, only to find himself in the
midst of sinister goings-on centring on a battle
between eight guardians and a group of devil
worshippers seeking to release evil ones who must
be stopped.
Alex Rider does battle with a charity broker con artist
who has invested millions of dollars in a form of
genetically modified corn that can release an
airborne strain of virus capable of knocking out an
entire country in one day.
Ivy Pocket is a twelve-year-old maid of no
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importance, with a very lofty opinion of herself.
Dumped in Paris by the Countess Carbunkle, who
would rather run away to South America than
continue in Ivy's companionship, our young heroine
(of sorts) finds herself with no money and no home
to go to ... until she is summoned to the bedside of
the dying Duchess of Trinity. For the princely sum of
£500 (enough to buy a carriage, and possibly a
monkey), Ivy agrees to courier the Duchess's most
precious possession – the Clock Diamond – to
England, and to put it around the neck of the
revolting Matilda Butterfield on her twelfth birthday.
It's not long before Ivy finds herself at the heart of a
conspiracy involving mischief, mayhem and murder.
Illustrated in humorous gothic detail by John Kelly,
Anyone But Ivy Pocket is just the beginning of one
girl's deadly comic journey to discover who she really
is ...
To stop the evil corporation Nightrise from
unleashing its devastating power around the globe,
fifteen-year-old Matt and three other Gatekeepers
travel to Hong Kong to find Scarlet, the final
Gatekeeper, whose fate is inextricably joined to their
own.
For thousands of years, criminals called pirates have
taken to the sea to hijack boats, steal valuable
goods, and take hostages. Today's pirates are more
advanced than ever before, able to quickly overtake
huge ships using powerful weapons and high-tech
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communication devices. Readers will find out what
effect piracy has on the world today and what
government and law enforcement agencies around
the world are doing to stop it.
This volume invites teachers and students in women's studies
to engage with the library not as an instrument for preserving
and disseminating knowledge (including feminist knowledge),
but as a subject and object of knowledge in its own right.
Are you ready for Ivy Pocket? The wickedly funny, completely
unreliable maid of no importance returns—this time as a coffin
maker’s daughter—in this action-packed sequel to Anyone but
Ivy Pocket. School Library Journal says, “Fans of . . . Lemony
Snicket’s A Series of Unfortunate Events will love Ivy
Pocket’s zany adventures.” Featuring extensive black-andwhite interior art by Barbara Cantini throughout. Everyone
seems to want a piece of Ivy Pocket. Her adoptive parents
keep trying to get her to clean the funeral home, even though
Ivy’s certain she’s already the picture of a perfect daughter.
A beautiful heiress named Estelle wants Ivy to uncover the
dark truth behind her brother’s death. Her new friend, Miss
Carnage, keeps asking Ivy the most curious questions (the
poor, clueless dear). To top it all off, Ivy must protect the
Clock Diamond from the evil Miss Always, who seems to be
lurking around every corner! A fast-paced and hilarious followup to Anyone but Ivy Pocket, which Booklist praised as “a
droll chapter book with a Victorian setting and a one-of-a-kind
protagonist.” This is the second of three books about Ivy
Pocket!
The adventure starts when cousins Fone Bone, Phoney
Bone, and Smiley Bone are run out of Boneville and later get
separated and lost in the wilderness, meeting monsters and
making friends as they attempt to return home.
Welcome to a strange and twisted world where the spooky,
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the shocking, and the positively petrifying are lurking just out
of sight. A bus ride home ... turns into your worst nightmare. A
quaint country cottage ... has a grisly secret. A man returns
from holiday ... with bubbling skin and bloodshot eyes.
Horowitz Horror. It's all around you. Alive. Waiting. Enter if
you dare.
After the death of the uncle who had been his guardian,
fourteen-year-old Alex Rider is coerced to continue his
uncle's dangerous work for Britain's intelligence agency, MI6.
Some of the biggest treasures are small objects saved away
in a secret box.
The second book in Rae Carson's award-winning The Girl of
Fire and Thorns fantasy trilogy, perfect for fans of Game of
Thrones and Kristin Cashore. Tamora Pierce called the first
book, The Girl of Fire and Thorns, "A unique and engrossing
read!" A seventeen-year-old princess turned war queen faces
sorcery, adventure, untold power, and romance as she fulfills
her epic destiny. In The Girl of Fire and Thorns, Elisa won the
war. She saved her kingdom. But no one prepared her for
how hard it is to recover from a battle, or to rule a people who
still don't trust her. She's still fighting—against assassination
attempts and more—and her enemies lie both outside her
court and within it. So Elisa will cross the ocean in search of
the perilous, uncharted, and mythical source of the
Godstone's power. With her go a one-eyed warrior, a loyal
friend, an enemy defector, and the man she is falling in love
with. A breathtaking, romantic, and dangerous second
volume to Rae Carson's ambitious trilogy. Cinda Williams
Chima proclaimed about the first book, The Girl of Fire and
Thorns, "I LOVED this book!" and Veronica Roth agreed,
saying, "Definitely recommended."
A short story collection that expands the universe of teen spy
Alex Rider with more thrilling action, espionage, and pulsepounding heroics. Now in paperback! Inspired by Horowitz's
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millions of fans worldwide, Secret Weapon expands the world
of Alex Rider with more thrilling action and pulse-pounding
heroics. Follow Alex as he infiltrates a terrorist hideout in
Afghanistan, fights to prevent an assassination attempt at a
ski resort over Christmas, and much more! The #1 New York
Times bestselling Alex Rider is back with more exciting, edgeof-your-seats adventures! A great introduction to readers'
favorite super-spy, Secret Weapon contains a combination of
new and previously published material.

A collection of five bite-size myths from across the globe,
Beasts and Monsters by bestselling author Anthony
Horowitz tells the thrilling tales of some of the most
terrifying beasts from the world of legend. Part of the
Legends series of six books, Beasts and Monsters
features the stories of fearless heroes and monstrous
beasts, including Saint George and the Dragon and
Perseus and the gruesome snake-headed gorgon
Medusa. Featuring black and white illustrations, the
Legends series by Anthony Horowitz, the author of the
phenomenally successful Alex Rider series, brings
classic stories to life with thrilling imagination.
Traces the search for freedom by a black man and wife
who traveled to Boston and eventually to England after
their escape from slavery in Georgia.
Tells how convicted child molester Kenneth Eugene
Parnell abducted Steven, raising him as his own son for
seven years until the boy's escape
The stakes get higher in #1 NYT bestselling author
Anthony Horowitz's latest masterpiece.As the fourth
novel in the spellbinding Gatekeepers series begins, the
world is under the greatest threat it's ever known. The
evil corporation Nightrise has amassed an immense
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amount of power . . . and the devastating force of the Old
Ones is about to be unleashed around the globe. To stop
this from happening, Matt and three of the Gatekeepers
head to Hong Kong--not just the modern city of
skyscrapers and wealth, but the secretive underworld
beneath. In Hong Kong they will meet the final
Gatekeeper, a girl named Scarlet, whose fate is
inextricably joined to their own....
The fourth, thrilling episode in the number one
bestselling Alex Rider series. In the fourth book in the
number one bestselling Alex Rider series by Anthony
Horowitz, teenage spy Alex is in the South of France,
hoping to sever his links with MI6. But when a sudden
attack on his hosts plunges Alex back into a world of
violence, he soon uncovers a plan called Eagle strike – a
discovery more terrible than anything he could have
imagined.
The second thrilling, chilling installment in Anthony
Horowitz's bestselling Gatekeepers series. Matt thought
his troubles were over when he closed Raven's Gate . . .
but in fact they were just beginning. His fate -- and the
fate of the world -- is tied to four other kids across the
globe. The second is a street kid in Peru. He and Matt
have never met; they don't even speak the same
language. But destiny is going to throw them together as
the evil threat of the Old Ones grows . . . and another
Gate suddenly comes into play.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Alex
Rider series! A teen gang leader taken for a deadly ride
by a car with a mind of its own. . . . A boy haunted by a
phantom cobra. . . . A reality TV show pitting teens
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against grown ups, with only one survivor . . . From
whose twisted mind can such gruesome stories unfold?
Only Anthony Horowitz. From the internationally
bestselling author of the Alex Rider missions, this
collection of harrowing tales is sure to have you smiling
in terrified pleasure. But whatever you do, don't turn out
the lights!
Having escaped from Hong Kong, fifteen-year-old Matt
and four other Gatekeepers take an ultimate stand
against a destructive evil force that has unleashed a
decimating storm as part of a plot to end the world.
Rhyming anecdotes present opportunities for simple
math activities and hints for solving.
The earth has almost been destoyed by the forces of
darkenss. Those who have survived are barely human,
drifting in a world ruled by famine, terrorism and war. Any
last hope now rests with five extraordinary teenagers: the
Gatekeepers. (From book cover).
After his experiences at Raven's Gate, 14-year-old Matt
Freeman thinks his days of battling evil are over. But
soon he is pulled into another adventure when he
discovers a second gate exists. Matt and his friend
Richard travel to Peru and, assisted by a secret
organization, follow a series of clues to the gate's
whereabouts.
Perfect for fans of Madeleine Roux, Jonathan Maberry,
and horror films like 28 Days Later and Resident Evil,
this pulse-pounding, hair-raising, utterly terrifying novel is
the first in a duology from the critically acclaimed author
of the Taken trilogy. After receiving a distress call from a
drill team on a distant planet, a skeleton crew is sent into
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deep space to perform a standard search-and-rescue
mission. When they arrive, they find the planet littered
with the remains of the project—including its members’
dead bodies. As they try to piece together what could
have possibly decimated an entire project, they discover
that some things are best left buried—and some monsters
are only too ready to awaken. ADVANCE PRAISE FOR
CONTAGION: “Gripping, thrilling and terrifying in equal
measures, Contagion is the perfect intersection of
science fiction and horror—I couldn’t look away.”—Amie
Kaufman, New York Times bestselling author of
Illuminae and Unearthed “Few understand the true
horror that lies in the empty unknown of space, but Erin
Bowman nails it in Contagion. Read this one with the
lights on!”—Beth Revis, New York Times bestselling
author of the Across the Universe series and Star Wars:
Rebel Rising “Erin Bowman’s Contagion is everything I
want in my science fiction: a cast of smart characters on
a desperate rescue mission forced to confront an elusive
and unstoppable enemy. I absolutely loved this layered
and thrilling adventure and can’t wait to dive back into
this world again.”—Veronica Rossi, New York Times
bestselling author of the Under the Never Sky series
Alex Rider is now an IMDBtv original series! From
internationally bestselling author Anthony Horowitz
comes the twelfth thrilling installment of the Alex Rider
series! Follow the world's greatest teen spy as he sets
off to Gibraltar after the death of Scorpia, and enters into
a battle against a new criminal organization: Nightshade.
Following the shocking events of Never Say Die, Alex
Rider's world has changed: his biggest enemy, the evil
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organization Scorpia, has been destroyed. Alex is hoping
his life can finally go back to normal, that he can go to
school and spend time with his friends--but very quickly
everything changes. A new and dangerous criminal
organization--Nightshade--is rising. When Alex discovers
they've planned a mysterious attack on London, he will
stop at nothing to take them down. But protecting his
home city means facing off a ruthless new enemy and
putting his life at stake, again. And this time, there's no
one to save him if he makes a mistake. The #1 New York
Times and internationally bestselling Alex Rider series is
back with a vengeance in this edge-of-your-seat
adventure. Perfect for fans of James Bond and Jason
Bourne!
The students of Mouseford Academy are participating in
an enormouse science fair! Mice from schools around
the world are all hoping to take the top prize. The Thea
Sisters would love to win, but so would Ruby Flashyfur and shes willing to do whatev
A gorgeously written novel in verse about three girls in
three different time periods who grew up to become
groundbreaking scientists. Maria Merian was sure that
caterpillars were not wicked things born from mud, as
most people of her time believed. Through careful
observation she discovered the truth about
metamorphosis and documented her findings in
gorgeous paintings of the life cycles of insects. More
than a century later, Mary Anning helped her father
collect stone sea creatures from the cliffs in southwest
England. To him they were merely a source of income,
but to Mary they held a stronger fascination. Intrepid and
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patient, she eventually discovered fossils that would
change people’s vision of the past. Across the ocean,
Maria Mitchell helped her mapmaker father in the
whaling village of Nantucket. At night they explored the
starry sky through his telescope. Maria longed to
discover a new comet—and after years of studying the
night sky, she finally did. Told in vibrant, evocative
poems, this stunning novel celebrates the joy of
discovery and finding wonder in the world around us.
The bestselling inspirational book in which the author
reunites with a childhood football hero, now a minister
and coach, and witnesses a revelatory demonstration of
the true meaning of manhood. Joe Ehrmann, a former
NFL football star and volunteer coach for the Gilman
high school football team, teaches his players the keys to
successful defense: penetrate, pursue, punish, love.
Love? A former captain of the Baltimore Colts and now
an ordained minister, Ehrmann is serious about the
game of football but even more serious about the
purpose of life. Season of Life is his inspirational story as
told by Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Jeffrey Marx,
who was a ballboy for the Colts when he first met
Ehrmann. Ehrmann now devotes his life to teaching
young men a whole new meaning of masculinity. He
teaches the boys at Gilman the precepts of his Building
Men for Others program: Being a man means
emphasizing relationships and having a cause bigger
than yourself. It means accepting responsibility and
leading courageously. It means that empathy, integrity,
and living a life of service to others are more important
than points on a scoreboard. Decades after he first met
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Ehrmann, Jeffrey Marx renewed their friendship and
watched his childhood hero putting his principles into
action. While chronicling a season with the Gilman
Greyhounds, Marx witnessed the most extraordinary
sports program he’d ever seen, where players say “I
love you” to each other and coaches profess their love
for their players. Off the field Marx sat with Ehrmann and
absorbed life lessons that led him to reexamine his own
unresolved relationship with his father. Season of Life is
a book about what it means to be a man of substance
and impact. It is a moving story that will resonate with
athletes, coaches, parents—anyone struggling to make
the right choices in life.
* POPSUGAR's "New Thrillers That Should Be on Your
Radar This Year" * Women.com's "12 New September Books
Worth Canceling Plans For" In New York Times bestselling
author Nevada Barr's gripping standalone, a grandmother in
her sixties emerges from a mental fog to find she's trapped in
her worst nightmare Rose Dennis wakes up in a hospital
gown, her brain in a fog, only to discover that she's been
committed to an Alzheimer's Unit in a nursing home. With no
memory of how she ended up in this position, Rose is sure
that something is very wrong. When she overhears one of the
administrators saying about her that she's "not making it
through the week," Rose is convinced that if she's to survive,
she has to get out of the nursing home. She avoids taking her
medication, putting on a show for the aides, then stages her
escape. The only problem is—how does she convince anyone
that she's not actually demented? Her relatives were the ones
to commit her, all the legal papers were drawn up, the
authorities are on the side of the nursing home, and even she
isn't sure she sounds completely sane. But any lingering
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doubt Rose herself might have had is erased when a wouldbe killer shows up in her house in the middle of the night.
Now Rose knows that someone is determined to get rid of
her. With the help of her computer hacker/recluse sister
Marion, thirteen-year old granddaughter Mel, and Mel's friend
Royal, Rose begins to gather her strength and fight back—to
find out who is after her and take back control of her own life.
But someone out there is still determined to kill Rose, and
they're holding all the cards.
14-year-old twins Jamie and Scott Tyler are performing a
mind-reading act in a dingy theatre. But when a sinister
multinational corporation, Nightrise, kidnaps Scott, Jamie is
left alone - and wanted for murder.
From the # 1 New York Times bestselling author of the Alex
Rider series. It looks like Tim, the world’s worst private
detective, and Nick, his brainy kid brother, are in trouble
again. They’re dead broke. But money is the least of their
worries when a mysterious man bursts into their office and
offers Tim a wad of cash for his coat. Minutes later, the
stranger is dead and Nick and Tim are left to puzzle over his
final words. What could he have meant by "suff bee suff-iss"?
Or was it "south by southeast"? Neither one seems to make
much sense, but the Diamond brothers will have to figure it
out, and fast! Whoever killed the stranger is now after Nick
and Tim!
People from all over the world come to explore Niagara:
among them the daredevils determined to tumble down or
walk across the falls on tightrope. Learn about the harebrained stunts and how the falls were formed and how--one
day--they will disappear.
From the co-creator of the groundbreaking television show
Twin Peaks comes an exciting adventure series with a unique
combination of mystery, heart-pounding action, and the
supernatural. Meet your new action-adventure addiction! Will
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West is careful to live life under the radar. At his parents'
insistence, he's made sure to get mediocre grades and to
stay in the middle of the pack on his cross-country team.
Then Will slips up, accidentally scoring off the charts on a
nationwide exam. Now Will is being courted by an exclusive
prep school . . . and followed by men driving black sedans.
When Will suddenly loses his parents, he must flee to the
school. There he begins to explore all that he's capable
of--physical and mental feats that should be impossible--and
learns that his abilities are connected to a struggle between
titanic forces that has lasted for millennia.
The classic novel from Newbery Medalist and National Book
Award winner Louis Sachar (Holes), with a brand-new cover!
David is only trying to be cool when he helps some of the
popular kids steal Old Lady Bayfield’s cane. But when the
plan backfires, he’s the one the “old witch” curses. Now
David can’t seem to do anything right. The cool kids taunt
him and his only friends are freaks. He even walks into
Spanish class with his fly unzipped! And when he finally gets
up the nerve to ask out a cute girl, his pants fall down in
midsentence. Is it the Bayfield curse at work? Or is David
simply turning into a total loser?
The third heart-pounding book in #1 NYT bestselling author
Anthony Horowitz's spellbinding The Gatekeepers series. A
gate has been opened. The Old Ones have been released.
And now the third and fourth of The Five -- twins with a
mysterious psychic bond -- are joining the fight.
Alex Rider is now an IMDBtv original series! Alex Rider is an
orphan turned teen superspy who's saving the world one
mission at a time—from #1 New York Times bestselling
author! Scorpia has dogged Alex Rider for most of his life.
They killed his parents, they did their best to con Alex into
turning traitor, and they just keep coming back with more
power. Now the world's most dangerous terrorist organization
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is playing with fire in the world's most combustible land: the
Middle East. No one knows Scorpia like Alex. And no one
knows how best to get to Alex like Scorpia. Until now. From
the author of Magpie Murders and Moriarty.
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